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Welcome to the December 2018 issue

As in previous years, rather than sending Christmas cards to all our friends and
colleagues, we will be making a donation to Marie Curie Cancer Research, but we
would like to take this opportunity to wish everyone a Happy Christmas and a
prosperous New Year.
We thank all of you for your custom this year!
Christmas Office Hours
Rawlings Safety & Training Consultancy Services Ltd will be closing the office for the Christmas
break from Friday 21st December at 1pm and will re-open on Thursday 3rd January 2019. Please
note, during this period we can still be contacted in an emergency situation on the numbers
below.
Steve Rawlings
07899751685

Kevin Colleran
07876634618

Stuart Allen
07825506174

John Caulfield
07881721864

Tony Walker
07939298487

Pete Walsh
07775420125

Jamie Gormley
07717837857

Please make use of your free phone call advice and support line (unlimited) and free pre
bookable meetings with our consultants in the New Year!
Our clients are welcome to come into our office Monday to Friday for a FREE one to one session with a consultant to
discuss or review any safety matters. These are inclusive within the retainer service package. Please pre-book this
appointment with one of our consultancy service managers on our office number above.

Securing your site for the Christmas shut down

Since every site is different, you need to assess your own site for the security risks that may be present.
For example, sites in city centres, or within occupied premises, may be at an increased risk compared to
sites in low risk rural areas for problems such as trespass, theft or arson.
To reduce the risk of theft, make sure you remove any highly valuable items from site, or at least remove
from view.
Lock vehicles and plant within a secure site compound if possible and lock up tools and equipment within
a secure storage area. Identify all sources that would need isolating such as electricity and water.
If your site is located in a built up and busy area, any problems on your site are also more likely to have a
knock-on effect to adjacent premises.
Having neighbours can also bring benefits, for example if adjacent businesses will remain open
throughout your shut down period, they may be able to notice any problems such as damaged hoarding or
signs of a break in and report them to you. This allows you to resolve any out-of-hours issues quickly.
It is also important to remember that the Christmas period can bring with it some bad weather. We have
seen in recent storms the devastating effects strong winds can have on scaffolding and other temporary
structures such as site fencing.
You should have emergency contact numbers displayed or available should anything urgent need
attending to, such as a break in or hoarding damage over the closure period.

Icy conditions and winter weather
Slip and trip accidents increase during the Autumn and Winter season for a number of reasons: there is less daylight,
leaves fall onto paths and become wet and slippery and cold weather spells cause ice and snow to build up on paths.
There are effective actions that you can take to reduce the risk of a slip or trip. Regardless of the size of your site, always
ensure that regularly used walkways are promptly tackled.

Lighting
Is there is enough lighting around your workplace for you and your workers to be able to see and avoid hazards that might
be on the ground? The easiest way to find out is to ask your staff. Another way is to shadow your employees for a couple
of days, walk the main internal and external routes that they use throughout their working day. It is important to do this both
inside and outside of the workplace, as the effect of light changes during the day. If you can’t see hazards on the ground
you will need to improve the lighting (e.g. new lights or changing the type of bulb).

Wet and decaying leaves
Fallen leaves that become wet or have started to decay can create slip risks in two ways, they hide any hazard that may be
on the path or they themselves create a slip risk.
Put in place a procedure for removing leaves at regular intervals; you might even consider removing the offending bushes
or trees altogether.

Rain water
In dealing with rainwater:
• When fitting external paved areas ensure that the material used will be slip resistant when wet.
• Discourage people from taking shortcuts over grass or dirt which are likely to become slippery when wet. Consider
converting existing shortcuts into proper paths.
• On new sites, before laying paths, think about how pedestrians are likely to move around the site. Putting the path
in the right place from the start may save you money in the long term.
• Many slip accidents happen at building entrances as people entering the building walk in rainwater. Fitting canopies
of a good size over building entrances and in the right position can help to prevent this.
• If a canopy is not a possibility, consider installing large, absorbent mats or even changing the entrance flooring to
one which is non-slip.

Ice, frost and snow
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To reduce the risk of slips on ice, frost or snow, you need to assess the risk and put in a system to manage it.
Identify the outdoor areas used by pedestrians most likely to be affected by ice, for example: - building entrances,
car parks, pedestrian walkways, shortcuts, sloped areas and areas constantly in the shade or wet.
Monitor the temperature, as prevention is key.
You need to take action whenever freezing temperatures are forecast. Keep up to date by visiting a weather
service site such as the Met Office
or the Highways England .
There are also smart signs on the market, available to buy at low cost, which display warning messages at 50 and
below.
Put a procedure in place to prevent an icy surface forming and/or keep pedestrians off the slippery surface;
Use grit (see separate article below for more detail) or similar, on areas prone to be slippery in frosty, icy
conditions;
Consider covering walkways e.g. by an arbour high enough for people to walk through, or use an insulating
material on smaller areas overnight;
Divert pedestrians to less slippery walkways and barrier off existing ones.
If warning cones are used, remember to remove them once the hazard has passed or they will eventually be
ignored.

Gritting
The most common method used to de-ice floors is gritting as it is relatively cheap, quick to apply and easy to spread. Rock
salt (plain and treated) is the most commonly used ‘grit’. It is the substance used on public roads by the highways
authority.
Salt can stop ice forming and cause existing ice or snow to melt. It is most effective when it is ground down, but this will
take far longer on pedestrian areas than on roads.
Gritting should be carried out when frost, ice or snow is forecast or when walkways are likely to be damp or wet and the
floor temperatures are at, or below freezing. The best times are early in evening before the frost settles and/or early in the
morning before employees arrive. Salt doesn’t work instantly; it needs sufficient time to dissolve into the moisture on the
floor.
If you grit when it is raining heavily the salt will be washed away, causing a problem if the rain then turns to snow.
Compacted snow, which turns to ice, is difficult to treat effectively with grit. Be aware that ‘dawn frost’ can occur on dry
surfaces, when early morning dew forms and freezes on impact with the cold surface. It can be difficult to predict when or
where this condition will occur.

Temperature in the workplace
The law does not state a minimum or maximum temperature, but the temperature in workplaces should normally be at
least:

•
•

16°C or
13°C if much of the work involves rigorous physical effort
A meaningful maximum figure cannot be given due to the high temperatures found in, for example, glass works or
foundries. In such environments it is still possible to work safely provided appropriate controls are present. Factors other
than air temperature, i.e. radiant temperature, humidity and air velocity, become more significant and the interaction
between them become more complex with rising temperatures.
The Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 lay down particular requirements for most aspects of the
working environment. Regulation 7 deals specifically with the temperature in indoor workplaces and states that:
‘During working hours, the temperature in all workplaces inside buildings shall be reasonable.’
However, the application of the regulation depends on the nature of the workplace, such as a bakery, a cold store, an
office, a warehouse.
These Regulations only apply to employees – they do not apply to members of the public, for example, with regard
temperature complaints from customers in a shopping centre or cinema.

Brexit – the impacts on Health and Safety
Government commitment

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) is contributing to cross-government work being coordinated by the Department for
Exiting the European Union (DExEU) to prepare the United Kingdom (UK) for exit from the European Union (EU). This
includes work to support the Government's commitment to protect workers' rights as the UK leaves the EU by ensuring that
health and safety regulation continues to provide a high level of protection in the workplace.
HSE is also contributing to joint-work in other shared areas. This includes work on chemicals regulation with the
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) and on workplace product safety with the Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS).
HSE is working to help with the government's preparations for both Day One and the longer term, subject to the outcome
of the negotiations with the EU. HSE will aim to publish further details on the role of health and safety when possible.

As a follow on to the recent HSE construction site inspection campaign, which focused on occupational health we
wanted to remind everyone of some key aspects as these should be part of your ongoing management of health
and safety
HSE Inspection Initiative – October 2018
Occupational Health
To help ensure your site is prepared if an HSE visit occurs, below is an overview of some areas, which may be reviewed and an example of some of the measures, which should be in
place. The list nor the control measures are exhaustive and each site should carry out their own review.

Health
Common issues

What you need to be doing

Wood dust

When employees are cutting wood, make sure they’re using an adequate dust extraction tool with a HEPA filter – using the bag that came with the saw does
not suffice.

Silica dust

Wet cutting techniques and PPE must be used when cutting concrete, roof tiles, or any other materials containing silica.

General dust

If your COSHH assessments instruct it, make sure face fit tested masks are being used. Don’t forget that as little as 1mm of stubble will seriously reduce the
effectiveness of the mask.

Dermatitis

– Make sure you have up-to-date COSHH assessments for cement-based products like concrete and mortar. – Have control measures in place, such as
impervious gloves and/or cream. – If employees are working with cement, ensure they’re always wearing impervious wellington boots and trousers.

Musculoskeletal
disorders

Where necessary, make use of mechanical lifting methods – manual handling is the most common cause of over seven-day injury reported within
construction.

Solvents

This is frequently found in paints, thinners and glues. Make sure you have an up-to-date COSHH assessment in place and control measures (like adequate
ventilations and face fit tested masks) that are being adhered to.

Welfare
Common
issues

What you need to be doing

Washing

All facilities must be suitable and sufficient, clean, and have basins large enough for workers to wash their face, arms and forearms in. You must have clean, hot and
cold (or warm) water, soap (or an equivalent means for people to clean with), towels (or, again, an equivalent of), and showers (if the work’s particularly dirty or
presents the need to decontaminate).

Drinking
water

Unless you have a water jet, you must provide drinking water and cups.

Changing
rooms

If workers are required to wear special clothing, you must provide them with an area to change, along with seating and safe drying facilities.

Rest rooms

You must have enough tables and seats (with backs) to accommodate the number of workers likely to use them at any one time. Workers should be provided with a
means to prepare and eat their food. Boiling water should be available and, when the weather’s cold, heating should be provided.

Asbestos
Common issues

What you need to be doing
Make sure you have the R&D Survey to hand, and all relevant documentation for removal, including certificates of re-occupation and waste transfer
notices.

Lack of information
If asbestos is remaining within the building, ensure there is an asbestos register and management plan in place, and that this risk issue is reflective within
induction procedures.
Training and
competence

If asbestos is (or has been present) within the building, all operatives should be able to demonstrate that they have had asbestos awareness training.
Anyone involved in working with asbestos must be able to confirm training and competence.

Communication and Documentation
Common issues

What you need to be doing
Ensure risk assessments and method statements, including COSHH assessments are reflective of the works.

Lack of information
Undertake toolbox talks and provide information and guidance to the workforce on occupational health risks.
Lack of monitoring

Ensure there is an active inspection and monitoring regime, with findings acted upon promptly.

Chance to win significant financial compensation – Join RHA claim against European
truck manufacturers

In July 2018, the RHA launched a collective claim before the UK’s Competition Appeal Tribunal (CAT) against
European truck manufacturers who were fined £2.5 billion by the European Commission for price fixing. The RHA
already has almost 4,000 truck operators signed up to the claim but operators can still sign up to have a chance of
obtaining significant financial compensation.

The major truck manufacturers (DAF, Daimler/Mercedes, Iveco, MAN, Scania, and Volvo/Renault) were found
guilty of coordinating on gross and net list truck prices, deciding how much truck operators should be charged for
Euro 3-6 technologies, and delaying the introduction of those technologies. The European Commission’s decision
proves liability before the CAT, leaving it for the RHA to prove that the cartel caused truck operators to suffer
losses.

The RHA predicts that truck operators who sign up to the RHA claim could receive £6,000 or more per truck. The
claim, which is free to join, is open to any operator who purchased or leased new or second-hand trucks over 6
tonnes since 1997. This includes businesses and councils active in waste and recycling services. For further
information, visit truckcartellegalaction.com.

Fire safety

Training is key to preventing fires and keeping staff safe
Harry Woodage, expert in fire safety and electrical systems at Allsaved, discusses how businesses
can improve staff safety from the risk of fire and ensure that employees understand what’s required of
them in the event of a fire outbreak.

A large number of the 22,000 fires which occur in non-residential properties every year, happen in
workplaces. Faulty appliances and cables are the reason behind around a quarter of the accidental
fires which break out, while misuse of equipment is another leading cause, along with smoking-related
incidents. Retail distribution companies and industrial premises are the most at risk of fire breakouts,
while food outlets – including restaurants, pubs and takeaways – are also in the high-risk category.
Whatever the business, it’s essential to protect staff by putting in place robust fire safety plans, and
training staff to understand what they need to do in terms of preventing fires, and if the worst happens
and a fire does break out.
As well as the risk of injuries and fatalities, failure to comply with fire safety regulations can hit
businesses in the pocket, with fines and even imprisonment of up to two years imposed.
Time for training
Since the introduction of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005, all non-residential premises
have been required to carry out a fire risk assessment. The assessments are in place to ensure that
appropriate fire safety prevention measures, such as correctly-located and working fire alarms, fire
extinguishers and fire doors, are put in place. Plans should also include recommendations for fire
protection systems, equipment, evacuation protocols and record keeping.
Once fire safety equipment and procedures are in place, it’s vital that staff know what to do in an
emergency situation, and this is where good training comes in. Fire safety it not simply a matter for
designated fire marshals, everyone in the organisation should realise that they have a personal
responsibility.
It’s up to companies to ensure their staff are aware of emergency procedures and that employees are
required to cooperate with measures to make the workplace safe from fire risk. Employees must also
agree not to do anything that could place themselves or others at risk. Businesses, meanwhile, must
ensure that their employees are provided with appropriate information, instructions and training about
fire safety, preferably as part of a job induction, and this training should be refreshed from time to time
during their employment.

Appointing a fire marshal, or fire warden as they’re also known, is an important first step for
businesses. Marshals should be responsible for checking fire precaution measures and ensuring that
fire risk assessments are up to date. It’s well worth sending fire marshals on an accredited training
course.
Every building and work environment is unique, so it’s also worth considering an accredited training
course for staff, specifically tailored to suit the needs of the individual company.

Consider our new course?

NEBOSH Certificate in Fire Safety and Risk Management
Rawlings are currently developing training materials to support the delivery of the NEBOSH Certificate in
Fire Safety and Risk Management.
This highly respected, nationally accredited qualification is aimed at managers and supervisors who are
responsible for ensuring that their organisation adheres to fire safety legislation, as well as individuals who
are looking to work as a fire safety adviser. The course will equip candidates with the necessary skills and
knowledge to carry out fire risk assessments across a variety of workplaces and we hope to be in a
position to run our first event around April 2019.
Register your interest by giving us a call or emailing donna@rawlingsrcs.co.uk / john@rawlingsrcs.co.uk

Professional Safety Advisory Service – Scope and Service Description
Subscription to the Professional Safety Adviser Service enables clients to
access the following extensive consultancy support:
Ensure your organisation complies with Regulation 7 of the Management of Health and Safety at Work
Regulations 1999, "organisations should have access to competent health and safety advice.”
3 x Free places on an open programme safety training course within every contractual year. List of available
training courses provided upon request (terms and conditions apply).
Inclusive access to an all year round safety advisory service, and inclusive extensive tailored company safety
documentation, including policies, risk assessment pro-formas, inspection recording sheets, staff training
recording systems and guidelines with staff briefing docs/tool box talks. A comprehensive system will be issued
on disc to your company upon renewal, which is an ISO 9001 Quality Assured Safety Management System. This
will then be re-issued upon renewal showing any changes in legislation.
Inclusive safety health check audit when retaining our service, and every year upon renewal, via a specialist
questionnaire and advisory action plan delivered by response after the client has completed the questionnaire.
Unlimited telephone advice with direct 24 hour access to our consultancy team, 365 per days a year. Also
unlimited phone access to our specialised Fire Safety Consultants for strategic fire safety support and advice.
Inclusive quarterly newsletter "Safety Matters" will be emailed to your key contact keeping clients up-to-date
with changes in Health and Safety legislation and current best practice news within the business sector. In
addition, flyers providing latest information/urgent issues to be addressed will be sent regularly.
Inclusive assistance with Safety Schemes in Procurement (SSIP) including CHAS, Construction-line, SAFE
contractor and also tender submissions. This includes free of charge guidelines on achieving accreditation and
documentation to assist.
Assistance when completing Pre-Qualification Questionnaires for large tenders or contract work.
Unlimited one to one pre bookable consultancy support meetings at our offices, to support you in the installation
of your Safety Management System or for general safety support/advice.
Inclusive comprehensive training needs analysis undertaken for your company, and a subsequent training
action plan produced in line with current statutory requirements and best industry practice. This task is fully
inclusive within the cost of the Professional Safety Adviser Service and can be reviewed annually.
Unlimited access to our database of policies and documents at our client hot desk workstation based within our
office, where advice and orientation around the system will be provided. Use of downloading and copying
documents plus support from our consultancy services team will also be provided using this facility; this is
unlimited with pre bookable time allocation. Included within this is HSE guidance, advisory literature and access
to the legal advice lines and information services of the Institute of Occupational Safety and Health and the
International Institute of Risk & Safety Management technical help centre.

Promotion of Rawlings as your employed safety adviser to clients within tenders, and the enforcing authority,
and to your workforce to demonstrate you are a safety conscious and committed employer. All consultants are
Safety Qualified and we have consultants who specialise in Fire and Plant Accredited Training i.e.
PASMA/IPAF/CITB. All clients are provided with mobile numbers of the key members of our Safety Consultancy
team in the contract letter to ensure instant access to OSHCR Chartered Safety Practitioner advice in addition to
our office based Consultancy Services Management Support team.
Comply with safety legislation in relation to competent assistance for safety for your organisation. In particular
the Management of Health & Safety at Work Regulations 1999 and the Construction, Design and Management
Regulations 2015 which includes the requirement to employ competent health and safety advice.
Bi annual personal telephone contact to ensure that you are accessing the full value of our service with the offer
of free consultation meetings.

Professional Safety Advisory Service – Why not use some of the benefits
below to gain more from your service in 2019!
• Receive £100 training course credit for any sub-contractor that takes up our
service
• Enjoy breakfast compliments of Rawlings when planning and booking your safety
training
• Add your company details to our new Safety Conscious Supplier link on our
website to promote that you have good quality safety systems and support
• Add your company profile or any special offers you have onto one of our Safety
Matters Bulletins that is emailed out to over 500 clients
• Enjoy a free golf day for 2 people at Huyton and Prescot Golf Club when you book
training which results in 4 or more days being confirmed
Save money on your insurance by receiving a free no obligation quote from a
great insurance firm we have partnered up with:-

Please feel free to contact Andrew with your renewal date for your insurances,
they can provide a free extensive risk audit with no obligation.
The contact details for Kingsbridge Insurance are - Andrew Hess 0151 2240650
| 07980 897872 | andrew@kingsbridge.co.uk

